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Healthy aging is accompanied by working memory-related functional cerebral changes.
Depending on performance accuracy and the level of working memory demands, older
adults show task-related patterns of either increased or decreased activation compared
to younger adults. Controversies remain concerning the interpretation of these changes
and whether they already manifest in earlier decades of life. To address these issues,
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to examine brain activation during
spatial working memory retrieval in 45 healthy individuals between 20 and 68 years of
age. Participants performed a modified version of the Corsi Block-Tapping test (CBT).
The CBT requires the storage and subsequent reproduction of spatial target sequences
and allows modulating working memory load by a variation of sequence length. Results
revealed that activation intensity at the lowest CBT load level increased with increasing age
and positively correlated with the number of errors. At higher CBT load levels, activation
intensity decreased with increasing age together with a disproportional accuracy decline
on the behavioral level. Moreover, results suggests that younger individuals showed
higher activation intensity at high CBT load than at low CBT load switching to the
opposite pattern at an age of about 40 years. Consistent with the assumptions of the
Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits Hypothesis (CRUNCH), the present
results reveal specific age-related alterations in left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation
in response to increasing task load. Specifically, the results point toward increasing neural
inefficiency with age at low task load and a progressive limitation of resources with
age at higher task load. The present findings argue for an increasing functional cerebral
dysfunction over a time span of 50 years that may partly be compensated on the behavioral
level until a resource ceiling is approached.
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INTRODUCTION
Since our environment provides a huge complexity of spatial
information, we constantly need to adapt our spatial memory
system. Thereby, we have to encode, maintain, update, and recall
spatial information, as well as preserve these processes from dis-
traction. Efficient coordination of these processes depends on
intact spatial working memory operations which find their neural
substrate in a complex anterior-posterior network of particu-
larly posterior parietal, premotor, and prefrontal brain regions
(Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; Hartley and Speer, 2000; Rottschy
et al., 2012). In addition, there is evidence for hippocampal and
cerebellar involvement in spatial processing. Hippocampus and
cerebellum both support spatial navigation (Burgess et al., 2002;
Stoodley, 2012). Moreover, the hippocampus plays a major role
for object-location associations and positional memory (Kessels
et al., 2001; Bird and Burgess, 2008) while cerebellar brain regions
are particularly associated with sequential information processing

(Leggio et al., 2008; Tedesco et al., 2011). Posterior parietal brain
activation within the superior parietal lobe and the precuneus is
also linked to various working memory-related sub processes as
storage of information (Hartley and Speer, 2000), mental repre-
sentation of space (Bueti and Walsh, 2009) or effort (Allen et al.,
2007; Morgan et al., 2007). In addition, posterior parietal and
premotor cortices are involved in different forms of attentional
processing as focused spatial attention and the shift of spatial
attention toward and between locations (Simon et al., 2002;
Constantinidis, 2006; Osaka et al., 2007). By contrast, higher-
level working memory control processes are rather attributed to
the prefrontal cortex (Funahashi, 2001; Egner and Hirsch, 2005;
Collette et al., 2006). Moreover, the prefrontal cortex can be segre-
gated into different functional sub regions (Petrides, 1994, 1995;
Owen et al., 1996; D’Esposito et al., 1999). Whereas ventrolateral
parts are involved in the maintenance of information, dorsolat-
eral prefrontal activation particularly reflects working memory
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top-down control during updating, manipulation, and inhibition
(D’Esposito et al., 1999; Smith and Jonides, 1999; Collette et al.,
2006). Moreover, the extent of prefrontal activation—especially
dorsolateral prefrontal activation—varies as a function of work-
ing memory demands (Cappell et al., 2010; Rottschy et al., 2012;
Bennett et al., 2013). Toepper et al. (2010a), for example, showed
that increasing task demands by requested spatial inhibition led
to increased activation within exclusively dorsolateral parts of the
left prefrontal cortex. By contrast, other authors assume a hierar-
chical rostro-caudal distinction of control functions in the frontal
lobe with rostral parts being associated with cognitive control and
caudal parts being related to spatial maintenance (Courtney et al.,
1998; Badre and D’Esposito, 2009; Nee et al., 2013). However,
both approaches particularly highlight the role of anterior parts of
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in top-down working memory
control.

In the recent decade, studies have shown that working memory
declines across the life span even in the absence of disease-related
cerebral pathology (Park et al., 2002; De Beni and Palladino, 2004;
Holtzer et al., 2009). One reason for this decline certainly are
working memory-related functional cerebral changes particularly
within prefrontal cortex (Cabeza et al., 2004; Nagel et al., 2009;
Reuter-Lorenz and Park, 2010). These changes can be classified
into quantitative and qualitative changes. Quantitative activa-
tion changes imply that older individuals show either increased
(“overactivation”) or decreased (“underactivation”) activation
compared to younger individuals. Prefrontal “underactivation”
in older individuals was often associated with functional deficits,
particularly when additional resources had to be utilized due
to increasing task complexity (Nagel et al., 2009; Cappell et al.,
2010; Bennett et al., 2013). By contrast, prefrontal “overactiva-
tion” related to decreased or equivalent performance accuracy
was interpreted as neural inefficiency, dedifferentiation of corti-
cal subregions or compensation (Park et al., 2004; Zarahn et al.,
2007; Carp et al., 2010). Qualitative activation changes are char-
acterized by increased activation of basically task-irrelevant brain
structures in older individuals. The most popular model con-
cerning such qualitative changes is the Hemispheric Asymmetry
Reduction in Old Adults (HAROLD) model (Cabeza, 2002). The
HAROLD model postulates that older individuals show more
bilateral activation compared to younger individuals. This bilat-
eral recruitment was interpreted as dedifferentiation of cortical
sub regions or as compensatory mechanism for age-related work-
ing memory decline (Cabeza, 2002; Park et al., 2004; Rajah and
D’Esposito, 2005).

Taken together, many assumptions about the kind, direc-
tion and meaning of age-related functional cerebral changes
were discussed in the last decade. Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell
(2008) integrated these varying assumptions by presenting the
Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits Hypothesis
(CRUNCH). The CRUNCH model postulates that the kind of
activation differences between older and younger individuals is
strongly dependent on performance accuracy and on the cog-
nitive demands of the applied task: At lower demand levels,
older adults show comparable performances but more or bilateral
(i.e., HAROLD) prefrontal activation compared to younger adults
indicating compensatory mechanisms for age-related restraints in

working memory capacity. At high task demands, these mecha-
nisms fail resulting in poorer performances and decreased activa-
tion of prefrontal brain areas which reflects a working memory
overload and restricted neural resources in older adults. Younger
individuals, by contrast, show increased activation or bilaterality
only at high task demands indicating a compensatory recruitment
of neural resources similar to older adults at low task demands.

Another approach that integrates the varying results focuses
on a dorsolateral-ventrolateral prefrontal cortex organization
and region-specific changes with advancing age. Initially, it was
proposed that age-related changes within dorsolateral and not
ventrolateral parts of the prefrontal cortex are associated with
the working memory decline during normal aging (Rypma and
D’Esposito, 2000; Rypma et al., 2001). Rajah and D’Esposito
(2005) specified these assumptions by attributing bilateral activa-
tion of ventrolateral prefrontal cortex to the dedifferentiation of
cortical function, right dorsolateral prefrontal activation changes
to functional deficits, and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex acti-
vation changes to functional compensation.

Overall, there is a lot of evidence confirming load-related
patterns of “overactivation” and “underactivation” in older indi-
viduals as proposed by the CRUNCH model. However, probably
due to great heterogeneity of different theoretical and method-
ological approaches, there are heterogeneous assumptions about
the meaning of these changes (e.g., neural inefficiency or compen-
sation) and whether the CRUNCH assumptions are restricted to
group differences between younger and older adults or may also
apply to middle-aged individuals. To address these issues, func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to examine
age-related brain activation changes during spatial working mem-
ory retrieval. Presuming the validity of the CRUNCH model,
prefrontal cortex activation at low task demands should increase
with advancing age (Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, 2008; Reuter-
Lorenz and Park, 2010), whereas prefrontal activation at high task
demands should decrease with advancing age (Nagel et al., 2009;
Cappell et al., 2010; Bennett et al., 2013). Moreover, we expect
that younger individuals show higher activation intensity at high
task demands than at low task demands whereas older individ-
uals show the opposite pattern. Since particularly dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex is recruited in response to increased working
memory demands (Nagel et al., 2009; Toepper et al., 2010a) and
since load-related dorsolateral prefrontal activation is affected by
aging (Mattay et al., 2006; Cappell et al., 2010; Bennett et al.,
2013), the age-related activation changes described above should
predominantly manifest in dorsolateral parts of the prefrontal
cortex.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
The study included 45 right-handed individuals (20 female, 25
male) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants
were between 21 and 68 years of age (Table 1). None of the
participants had a documented diagnosis of neurological or psy-
chiatric disease in the past. Moreover, global cognitive deficits that
might have pointed toward dementia were excluded by the Mini
Mental State Examination (MMSE, Folstein et al., 1975) in indi-
viduals older than 45 years of age. Participants were recruited by
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local advertising in newspapers and provided a written declara-
tion of consent prior to study start. The study obtained ethical
approval by the Institutional Review Board of the University of
Giessen.

EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES
Since today’s general school system and former systems differ
from each other and with them the average time of received school
education in years, the multiple choice vocabulary test MWT
(Lehrl et al., 1995) was applied to exclude possible age-related
intellectual and educational differences. The MWT is a valid and
short German questionnaire to estimate crystallized intelligence.
Its total score is a predictor for the level of education.

TASK AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
To assess spatial working memory during fMRI, a modified
electronical version of the Corsi Block-Tapping test (CBT; Corsi,
1972; Toepper et al., 2010a,b) was administered. The CBT is a
multiple-item spatial working memory task that requires the

Table 1 | Sample characteristics.

N 45

Mean age (SD) 41.8 (13.5)

Age range 21–68

Gender (f/m) 20/25

Education: MWT (SD) 30.8 (2.9)

Education range 18–37

N, Number of participants; SD. Standard deviation; f, Female; m, Male; MWT,

Vocabulary test; mean age and age range are in years.

storage and reproduction of spatial target sequences. Its original
version provides nine different possible target locations on a
board or a screen. Locations are randomly presented one after
another and have to be reproduced in the correct temporal
order immediately afterwards. Starting with two trials of three
locations in a row, the difficulty level is continuously raised by
one additional location until both trials of the same difficulty
level are incorrect. The CBT is often used in clinical settings
and well established with regard to psychometric properties.
Moreover, this paradigm allows modulating working memory
load by a variation of sequence length. The modified version
provided four potential target locations (instead of nine as in the
original version) indicated by four horizontally arranged blocks
(Figure 1). Preliminary analyses revealed nearly identical whole-
brain activation patterns at the original (Toepper et al., 2010a,b)
and the modified (Toepper et al., 2013) block formation of the
CBT in younger individuals indicating that the same cognitive
and neural processes are involved (Supplementary Material_1).

Participants were asked to learn (encoding phase) and repro-
duce (retrieval phase) sequences of randomly presented target
locations. Sequence length was varied between three (load 3),
four (load 4), and five (load 5) locations in a row. In the base-
line condition, all four target locations were presented from left to
right. The chronological order of the different experimental con-
ditions (baseline, load 3, load 4, load 5) was pseudorandomized.
The sequence of presentation was equal for all participants. After
the presentation of each sequence, participants were asked to
reproduce this sequence by sequential button presses. Therefore,
a keypad with four horizontally arranged buttons was designed.
Each of these four buttons represented the corresponding block
on the screen. As direct feedback for the participants (i.e., that

FIGURE 1 | Experimental design at an exemplary load level of 3. In the
baseline condition, target locations were presented from left to right. In
the CBT condition, target blocks randomly changed their location. Duration
of the target blocks was 1000 ms with a 1000 ms inter-stimulus interval.
The encoding phase (stimulus presentation) was preceded by a pause of
2000 ms and followed by another pause of 1500–2500 ms (variable jitter).

After that, participants were asked to reproduce the presented sequence
by sequential button presses (retrieval phase). Available time for making
responses was set to maximal 20,000 ms. After the final response, a
fixcross was shown for the remaining time of the 20 s interval. (CBT, Corsi
Block-Tapping test; ISI, inter-stimulus interval; ms, milliseconds; max.,
maximal).
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they pressed one of the buttons), each button press was confirmed
by a change of the respective block’s color.

Stimulus material
In the modified version of the Corsi task, four horizontally
arranged blocks were displayed on the screen. Stimulus material
consisted of four black blocks (RGB 0 0 0) on gray background
(RGB 163 163 163). Target blocks were displayed in natural-red
(RGB 255 0 0). Response blocks were black (RGB 0 0 0) and
turned to yellow (RGB 255 255 0) at button press.

Phases, durations, onsets
Each trial of the CBT can be subdivided into two main phases:
an encoding phase (stimulus presentation) and a retrieval phase
(probe). The encoding phase started with the onset of the first
target block of every sequence and ended 1000 milliseconds (ms)
after the end of the last one. Duration of the target blocks was
1000 ms with a 1000 ms inter-stimulus interval. Due to differ-
ent load levels (3, 4, 5), the length of the encoding phase varied
between 6000, 8000, and 10,000 ms. Each encoding phase was
preceded by a pause of 2000 ms in which only the four horizon-
tal blocks were shown. The time interval between the end of the
encoding phase and the beginning of the retrieval phase was var-
ied between 1500 and 2500 ms (variable jitter; Amaro and Barker,
2006). During this time interval, only the four horizontal blocks
were shown. Available time for making responses (retrieval phase)
was set to 20,000 ms. The length of this time period was deter-
mined based on the results of behavioral measures outside the
scanner that indicated how long subjects would need at most
to reproduce a sequence of a certain length. The retrieval phase
lasted until the time of the final response. For the remaining time
of the 20 s interval, a fixcross was shown.

Participants had to perform four trials per CBT sequence
length as well as eight baseline trials. Consequently, 20 trials
were randomly administered. In addition, participants completed
five partial trials per condition (encoding phase only) in order
to allow for the isolation of blood oxygenation level dependent
(BOLD) signal-changes to the different phases of the task (Motes
and Rypma, 2010). Total duration of the experiment was about
12 min.

Instructions and practice session
Before entering the MRI examination room, participants
obtained precise instructions concerning the experimental pro-
cedure. Subjects were instructed to memorize the correct loca-
tions and temporal order of the presented target blocks. For
retrieval, participants were advised to reproduce the presented
target sequences by successive button presses and to respond
as fast and as accurate as possible. In addition, subjects had to
perform a series of practice trials on a PC outside the scanner.
Practice trials included all load levels. Their chronological order
was pseudorandomized and none of the trials was also used for
the fMRI experiment. Duration of the practice session was 5 min.

DATA ACQUISITION
Functional and structural images were acquired with a 1.5-Tesla
Siemens Symphony whole-body scanner (Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany) with a quantum gradient system and a standard

12-channel head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Functional
images were obtained using a single shot T2*-weighted gradient-
echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence. The number of volumes
was 210, each containing 30 transversal slices covering the whole
brain and measured in descending order parallel to the AC-PC
line (slice thickness = 4 mm; 1 mm gap; TR = 3000 ms; TE =
59 ms; flip angle = 90◦; field of view = 192 × 192 mm2; matrix
size = 64 × 64; voxel size = 3 × 3 × 4 mm3). During scan-
ning, participants lay comfortably in a supine position in the
MR scanner. An adjustable head holder restricted head move-
ments. Visual stimuli were displayed on a back-projection screen
(1280 × 1024 pixels) near the tube end. Subjects watched the
screen via a dual-mirror which was mounted to the head coil.
The angle of vision was approximately 11 degrees vertically and
18 degrees horizontally. Before the beginning of the experi-
ment, high-resolution anatomical images were acquired using a
T1-weighted, three-dimensional Magnetization Prepared Rapid
Gradient Echo (MPRage) sequence.

DATA ANALYSIS
Behavioral data analysis
Effects of load and age on behavioral performance were analyzed
using repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) for the
number of errors and mean retrieval durations per target. Within
factor was “load” (load levels 3, 4, and 5), age was included as
covariate. Possible effects of gender and education were controlled
by including the between factor “gender” and a covariate repre-
senting the MWT total score. Since retrieval durations are usually
not recorded in classic CBT, CBT retrieval durations have not fre-
quently been analyzed so far. However, the fMRI-adapted mode
for responding in this study allowed recording retrieval durations
for each experimental condition. Retrieval durations were defined
as the total amount of time needed to reproduce the sequences
during the probe (time between probe start and last button press).
Only correct trials (i.e., entire sequence correct) were included
into the analysis of retrieval durations. Behavioral data were ana-
lyzed using SPSS Statistics 20.0. All levels of significance were
α < 0.05 and two-tailed.

Brain data analysis
fMRI data were analyzed using SPM 8 (Statistical Parametric
Mapping Software; Wellcome Institute of Neurology at University
College London, UK. http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first
three images of every EPI-recording session were discarded to
account for the time needed for the magnetic field to achieve
a steady state. The EPI-data were preprocessed including move-
ment and slice time correction, 12 parameter non-linear nor-
malization (2 × 2 × 2 mm) into the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) reference space, and smoothing (FWHM =
8 mm). Functional imaging data were analyzed using a gen-
eral linear model (GLM) with four retrieval regressors (baseline
retrieval, load 3 retrieval, load 4 retrieval, load 5 retrieval) and
four encoding regressors (baseline encoding, load 3 encoding,
load 4 encoding, load 5 encoding). To correct for errors, only
correct trials were included into analysis. Timing of regressors
followed the timing as explained in section “Phases, durations,
onsets”. In addition, six movement regressors were included into
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the design. Regressors were convolved using the hemodynamic
response function as provided in SPM 8. Design matrix was
highpass filtered (128 s). Since the present study focused on age-
related changes during spatial working memory retrieval, only
the retrieval regressors were further analyzed. Retrieval-related
activation at the different load levels was contrasted to retrieval
baseline activation for each load level separately (contrast 1: load
3 > baseline, contrast 2: load 4 > baseline, contrast 3: load 5 >

baseline). Moreover, the different retrieval regressors were mod-
eled as linear trend from baseline to load 5 (contrast 4). All
contrasts were first computed for each subject on the first level.
Contrast 4 images were then applied to a second level random-
effects group analysis (one sample t-test) to identify brain regions
that are up-regulated in response to increasing task load across
all participants. To examine age effects on load-related activation
(load × age interaction), age was included as covariate of interest
into the group analysis of contrast 4. Thereby, negative and posi-
tive age × load interaction effects were analyzed using contrast 4
with a −1 loading on the age covariate (contrast 5: negative load
× age interaction), and with a +1 loading on the age covariate
(contrast 6: positive load × age interaction) respectively.

To specify the negative age × load interaction within left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, activation intensity was analyzed
for the different load levels separately. Therefore, the coordi-
nates (−38 36 28) of a brain region known to be associated
with spatial working memory across different age groups and
load levels (Nagel et al., 2009) were used to extract beta values
from contrasts 1, 2, and 3 (see above) for each subject separately.
These beta values represented BOLD signal changes from base-
line to the three different load levels (in arbitrary units; Poldrack,
2007). Beta values for each subject and load level were then
fed into a repeated measures ANOVA and analyzed using SPSS
Statistics 20.0. Within factor was “load” (load levels 3, 4, and 5),
age was included as covariate. As in the behavioral data anal-
yses, the between factor “gender” and a covariate representing
the MWT total score were included into the ANOVA to con-
trol for possible effects of gender and education on activation
intensity.

ROI analyses. Brain activation was analyzed at whole brain level
and by a region of interest (ROI) approach. ROI analyses com-
prised only a priori chosen brain regions. Particularly Brodmann
area (BA) 9 and BA 46 within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex are
recruited in response to increasing working memory demands
(Mattay et al., 2006; Nagel et al., 2009; Cappell et al., 2010;
Toepper et al., 2010a). Next to these brain regions, BAs 44 and
45 (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex), BA 6 (premotor cortex),
and BA 7 (posterior parietal cortex) as prominent parts of the
working memory network showed increased activation at higher
demand levels (Nagel et al., 2009, 2011; Prakash et al., 2009).
In addition, the up-regulation of particularly dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex in response to increasing task load is affected by
age (Mattay et al., 2006; Nagel et al., 2009; Bennett et al., 2013).
Based on these findings and the theoretical considerations in
the introduction section, the mentioned regions were included
into ROI analyses. Data were analyzed using the correspond-
ing ROI masks of the automated anatomical labeling atlas (AAL;

Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) which is implemented in the WFU
PickAtlas (Maldjian et al., 2003), an automated software tool-
box for generating ROI masks based on the Talairach Daemon
database (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; Lancaster et al., 1997,
2000). All reported ROI results were tested at a local significance
threshold of p < 0.05 (voxel level). Alpha adjustment for multi-
ple comparisons was done for each ROI (family-wise error (FWE)
correction). Bonferroni adjustments for the number of tested
ROIs are optionally provided in the results section. Whole-brain
results were tested using a threshold of Z > 3.1 with a minimum
cluster size of 20 voxels and a cluster significance threshold of
p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons).

Activation intensity × performance accuracy. To get information
about the relation between BOLD signal changes and perfor-
mance accuracy at different load levels, contrast values of the peak
voxel identified by the analysis described above (see section “Brain
data analysis”) were correlated with the number of errors for each
load level separately. Since age is associated with both, higher
activation intensity and lower performance accuracy, the correla-
tion between activation intensity and performance accuracy was
controlled for age (partial correlation, Pearson).

RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL DATA
None of the participants older than 45 years of age showed an
MMSE score lower than 27 points (mean: 28.7 ± 1.0; range:
27–30), severe cognitive deficits that might have pointed toward
dementia could therefore be ruled out.

Errors
For the number of errors (Figure 2A), repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of “age” [F(1, 39) = 19.66, p <

0.001] as well as a significant “load” × “age” interaction effect
[F(2, 78) = 10.96, p < 0.001]. Main effects of “load” [F(2, 78) =
0.72, p = 0.488], “gender” [F(1, 39) = 0.06, p = 0.812] and “edu-
cation” [F(1, 39) = 3.03, p = 0.090] as well as the interaction
effects “load” × “gender” [F(2, 78) = 0.02, p = 0.982] and “load”
× “education” [F(2, 78) = 2.17, p = 0.121] did not reach signif-
icance. The results revealed that the number of errors increased
with increasing age. At load level 4, there was a sharper increase
than at load level 3 with the sharpest increase at load level 5.
Gender and education effects on performance accuracy were not
found.

Mean retrieval durations per target
For mean retrieval durations per target (Figure 2B), repeated
measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of “age”
[F(1, 39) = 36.31, p < 0.001]. Main effects of “load” [F(2, 78) =
1.28, p = 0.283], “gender” [F(1, 39) = 1.83, p = 0.184] and “edu-
cation” [F(1, 39) = 1.29, p = 0.263] as well as the interaction
effects “load” × “age” [F(2, 78) = 1.51, p = 0.227], “load” ×
“gender” [F(2, 78) = 2.18, p = 0.120] and “load” × “education”
[F(2, 78) = 0.78, p = 0.461] did not reach statistical significance
at p < 0.05. The results revealed increasing retrieval durations per
target with increasing age. The extent of increase did not differ
between the different load levels. Gender and education effects
on retrieval durations per target were not found either.
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fMRI DATA
The impact of age on load-related brain activation
Across all participants, data analysis revealed an up-regulation
of frontal, parietal, and cerebellar brain regions in response to
increasing task demands (Figure 3A). Specifically, ROI analy-
ses showed increased activation intensity within left dorsolateral

FIGURE 2 | Linear relation between age and mean number of errors (A) and
between age and mean retrieval durations per target (B) at CBT load levels
3 (red line), 4 (blue line), and 5 (green line). The regression lines show that the
number of errors increased with increasing age. At load level 4, there was a
sharper increase than at load level 3 with the sharpest increase at load level 5
(load × age interaction). Mean retrieval durations per target also increased
with increasing age. The extent of increase did not differ between the
different load levels (CBT, Corsi Block-Tapping test; ms, milliseconds).

FIGURE 3 | (A) Increasing frontal, parietal and cerebellar activation in
response to increasing task load across all participants at a cluster
significance threshold of p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons).
(B) Decreasing retrieval-related DLPFC activation with increasing age in
response to increasing task load (negative load × age interaction; p < 0.05,
FWE-corrected). (C) Linear relation between retrieval-related BOLD signal
change (in arbitrary units; Poldrack, 2007) within the left DLPFC (−38 36 28;
Nagel et al., 2009) and age at CBT load levels 3 (red line), 4 (blue line), and 5
(green line). The regression lines show that activation intensity increased with
increasing age at load level 3 and decreased with increasing age at load levels
4 and 5 (DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; BA, Brodmann area).

prefrontal cortex, bilateral premotor cortex, and bilateral pos-
terior parietal cortex (Table 2). Whereas a positive load × age
interaction is not reflected by the present data, brain data analysis
revealed a significant negative load × age interaction (contrast
5): ROI analyses identified a cluster within anterior BA 9 of
the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex whose activation inten-
sity increased with decreasing age (Figure 3B, Table 3). Repeated
measures ANOVA for signal change within left dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex (−38 36 28) also revealed a significant “load” ×
“age” interaction effect [F(2, 78) = 7.09, p = 0.001]. Main fac-
tors “age” [F(1, 39) = 1.80, p = 0.187], “load” [F(2, 78) = 0.15,
p = 0.864], “gender” [F(1, 39) = 0.01, p = 0.936] and “educa-
tion” [F(1, 39) = 1.23, p = 0.275] as well as the interaction effects
“load” × “gender” [F(2, 78) = 0.41, p = 0.669] and “load” ×
“education” [F(2, 78) = 1.55, p = 0.220] did not reach statistical
significance at p < 0.05.

Summarizing, the results revealed a positive slope of the lin-
ear regression of increasing activation intensity with increasing
age at load level 3 and a negative slope of decreasing activation
intensity with increasing age at load levels 4 and 5 (Figure 3C,
please also see Supplementary Material_2). Moreover, Figure 3C
suggests that younger individuals show higher activation intensity
at load levels 4 and 5 than at load level 3 switching to the opposite
pattern at an age of about 40 years.

Activation intensity × performance accuracy. After being con-
trolled for age, left BA 9 signal change at CBT load level 3
positively correlated with the number of CBT errors at load level
3 (r: 0.332; p = 0.026). At the other load levels (load 4, load 5),
there were no significant correlations with the number of errors
in the respective condition.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, fMRI was used to investigate the impact
of task load and age on spatial working memory performance
and retrieval-related brain activation. Results are in line with
the assumptions of the CRUNCH model about load-dependent
patterns of prefrontal activation changes in older individuals.
Activation intensity increased with increasing age at low task
demands and decreased with increasing age at high task demands.
As expected, the present findings additionally suggest that this
load-related dissociation in activation intensity is not restricted
to comparisons between younger and older individuals but, to
a lesser degree, already be detectable in other decades of life.
Moreover, aging seems to affect particularly rostral parts of the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex with higher activity at low task load
probably reflecting neural inefficiency or failed compensation.

SPATIAL WORKING MEMORY PERFORMANCE
Analysis of behavioral data revealed that retrieval durations per
target increased with increasing age. This finding confirms a
progressive slowdown with advancing age which can be due to
decreasing motor skills and mental processing speed (Park et al.,
2002; Kumar and Foster, 2007; Seidler et al., 2010). However, the
analysis of retrieval durations per target did not reveal a signifi-
cant age × load interaction indicating that the increase of retrieval
durations with age was equal at each load level. Consequently,
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Table 2 | Cerebral activation associated with increasing task load during CBT retrieval across all participants.

ROI Hemisphere Anatomical region Number of

activated

voxels

Peak MNI coordinates t-value p-value (FWE-

corrected)

p-value (conservative

Bonferroni-correction

for set of ROIs)x y z

BA 9 L Middle frontal gyrus 28 −52 26 34 4.67 0.008 0.096

BA 6 L Middle frontal gyrus 81 −26 2 54 5.79 0.001 0.012

BA 6 R Middle frontal gyrus 102 32 10 58 5.74 0.001 0.012

BA 7 L Superior parietal lobule 105 −28 −72 52 5.70 <0.001 <0.010

BA 7 R Superior parietal lobule 58 20 −74 54 5.26 0.002 0.024

CBT, Corsi Block-Tapping test; ROI, Region of interest; BA, Brodmann area; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; FWE, Family-wise error; L, Left hemisphere;

R, Right hemisphere.

Table 3 | Cerebral activation associated with a negative load × age interaction during CBT retrieval.

ROI Hemisphere Anatomical region Number of

activated

voxels

Peak MNI coordinates t-value p-value (FWE-

corrected)

p-value (conservative

Bonferroni-correction

for set of ROIs)x y z

BA 9 L Middle frontal gyrus 14 −40 50 18 4.64 0.023 0.092

CBT, Corsi Block-Tapping test; ROI, region of interest; BA, Brodmann area; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; FWE, family-wise error; L, left hemisphere.

first level contrasts should have been free of slowing-associated
brain activation. The number of errors also increased with
increasing age. Moreover, increasing load provoked a dispropor-
tional decline of working memory performance accuracy with
advancing age. At load level 4, there was a more distinct accu-
racy decline with age than at load level 3 with the sharpest
decline at load level 5. Together, these findings suggest a specific
age-related spatial working memory dysfunction at increasing
task load which supports previous studies that reported accre-
tive working memory deficits across the life span in individuals
without cerebral pathology, particularly when additional cogni-
tive resources had to be utilized in response to increasing task
demands (Nagel et al., 2009; Cappell et al., 2010; Bennett et al.,
2013).

PREFRONTAL BRAIN ACTIVATION AND THE IMPACT OF TASK
DEMANDS
Also consistent with previous findings (Nagel et al., 2009;
Rottschy et al., 2012), increasing task load provoked an up-
regulation of prefrontal, parietal and cerebellar parts of the spatial
working memory network across all participants (Figure 3A).
Moreover, the up-regulation of these brain regions was affected by
age. Brain data analysis identified a cluster within anterior BA 9
of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in which load-associated
activation intensity during working memory retrieval decreased
with increasing age (Figure 3B). Analysis of local BOLD sig-
nal changes using an independent ROI within left dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (spatial working memory related brain region
identified by Nagel et al., 2009) indicated how the direction
of age-related activation differences varied depending on the
level of working memory load: At higher load levels (load lev-
els 4 and 5), activation intensity decreased with increasing age.
Together with decreasing performance accuracy on the behavioral
level, this finding probably indicates an age-related reduction

of working memory resources at high task demands. At the
lowest load level (load level 3), by contrast, activation inten-
sity increased with increasing age (Figure 3C). Moreover, results
revealed a positive correlation between activation intensity at
load level 3 and the number of errors at load level 3 indicat-
ing that dorsolateral prefrontal activation intensity at low task
demands rather reflects inefficient neural processing or a coun-
terproductive try to recruit working memory resources than
successful compensation. Moreover, Figures 2A and 3C suggest
that younger individuals showed higher activation intensity at
load levels 4 and 5 than at load level 3 but hardly any accu-
racy differences between these load levels. Consequently, these
findings point toward a successful and flexible control of work-
ing memory resources in response to increasing task load in
younger individuals (Nagel et al., 2009, 2011). Older individu-
als, by contrast, showed lower activation intensity at load lev-
els 4 and 5 than at load level 3 as well as lower performance
accuracy. Moreover, the extent of these differences increased
with increasing age suggesting an advancing age-related reduc-
tion of working memory resources. When task demands get
too complex, this dysfunction may lead to a working memory
overload and a performance breakdown on the behavioral level
(Reuter-Lorenz and Park, 2010; Nagel et al., 2011; Prakash et al.,
2012).

The described dissociation illustrates the impact of task load
on age-related activation differences and explains why brain data
analysis did not reveal a significant main effect of age. In fact,
age effects on activation intensity seem to average out across
the different load levels (increasing activation with age at low
task load and decreasing activation with age at high task load).
Consequently, dorsolateral prefrontal brain activation with age
does not seem to be affected by aging in general but is strongly
modulated by the level of working memory demands (Prakash
et al., 2009; Reuter-Lorenz and Park, 2010). Noteworthy, there was
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no main effect of load either because younger individuals showed
higher activation intensity at high task load than at low task load,
whereas older individuals showed the opposite pattern.

With the restriction of a limited generalizability of cross-
sectional results, the present data finally point toward an increas-
ing functional cerebral dysfunction over a time span of 50 years
that may partly be compensated on the behavioral level until a
resource ceiling is approached.

PREFRONTAL BRAIN ACTIVATION AND THEORIES OF AGING
Our results mostly confirm the assumptions of the CRUNCH
model (Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, 2008; Reuter-Lorenz and
Park, 2010; Schneider-Garces et al., 2010). As mentioned above,
this model posits that older individuals compared to younger
individuals show reduced prefrontal activation and lower perfor-
mance accuracy at high task difficulty indicating limited working
memory resources. At low task demands, by contrast, older indi-
viduals show equivalent performances as younger individuals
but higher activation intensity as compensatory neural mecha-
nism for age-related restraints in working memory capacity. The
present findings are in line with the CRUNCH assumptions con-
cerning this dissociation. In fact, activation intensity at low task
load increased with advancing age whereas activation intensity
at high task load decreased. At low task demands, however, the
present results revealed a negative correlation between activation
intensity and performance accuracy and therefore rather point
toward inefficient neural processing or failed compensation than
toward a successful compensatory recruitment of working mem-
ory resources. In addition, our data suggests that the CRUNCH
assumptions about load-related discrepancies in activation inten-
sity may not be restricted to differences between younger and
older individuals but, to a lesser degree, also apply to other
decades of life.

PREFRONTAL CORTEX ORGANIZATION
Moreover, the present findings support the assumption of region-
specific changes in prefrontal cortex organization with age. As
mentioned above, the frontal lobe can be divided into dif-
ferent hierarchical functional modules with particularly rostral
parts of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex being associated with
working memory control, whereas more caudal or ventrolat-
eral prefrontal cortex activation is rather attributed to spatial
maintenance (D’Esposito et al., 1999; Badre and D’Esposito,
2009; Nee et al., 2013). Moreover, it was stated that particularly
dorsolateral and not ventrolateral prefrontal cortex is affected
by age (Rypma and D’Esposito, 2000; Rypma et al., 2001).
The present results confirm a distinct vulnerability of rostral
parts of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in older individu-
als, whereas more caudal and ventrolateral parts seem to be
preserved from age-related changes. Consequently, the present
findings suggest a growing working memory control dysfunc-
tion with advancing age, whereas the capability to keep spatial
information online may stay unimpaired. As outlined in the
introduction section, Rajah and D’Esposito (2005) specified their
assumptions concerning age-related dorsolateral prefrontal acti-
vation changes by attributing right-hemispheric alterations to
functional deficits and left-hemispheric changes to functional

compensation. In line with previous findings (Mattay et al., 2006;
Nagel et al., 2009, 2011), the present results rather suggest an
association between left dorsolateral prefrontal “underactivation”
and functional deficits at high working memory demands and
between left dorsolateral prefrontal “overactivation” and neu-
ral inefficiency or failed compensation at low working memory
demands.

OTHER BRAIN REGIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SPATIAL WORKING
MEMORY
Interestingly, age-related activation changes at increasing task
load were only found within left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
whereas the load-dependent up-regulation of posterior parts of
the spatial working memory network (e.g., posterior parietal cor-
tex, premotor cortex) was not affected by age. This finding sug-
gests that the working memory dysfunction in older individuals
is restricted to the flexible control of working memory resources
at increasing task complexity. The present results confirm that the
recruitment of these resources relies on the functional integrity of
the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex which seems to be more and
more limited with advancing age (Nagel et al., 2009; Prakash et al.,
2012).

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the present results reveal brain activation changes
with age during working memory retrieval. These changes partic-
ularly affect rostral parts of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
In line with the assumptions of the CRUNCH model, the func-
tional dorsolateral prefrontal alterations are modulated by the
level of working memory demands and only occur when addi-
tional working memory resources have to be recruited in response
to increasing task load.

At a low demand level, left-hemispheric dorsolateral pre-
frontal activation intensity increased with increasing age prob-
ably reflecting neural inefficiency or failed compensation. At
higher task load, activation intensity decreased with increasing
age together with a disproportional performance decline on the
behavioral level. Latter findings suggest a limitation of work-
ing memory resources in older individuals at high task demands
whereas younger individuals seem to successfully recruit addi-
tional resources in response to increasing task load.

In contrast to the CRUNCH assumptions, successful com-
pensatory processes at low task demands are not reflected
by the data. One reason for this discrepancy might be that
the present results only refer to working memory retrieval.
Definite conclusions about working memory encoding or main-
tenance processes cannot be drawn since serial processing
paradigms as the CBT simultaneously require encoding and
maintenance. Concurrently, encoding and maintenance are con-
founded which would have made an interpretation of acti-
vation differences complicated and made us focusing on the
retrieval phase of the CBT. However, on the behavioral level it
seems plausible that compensatory processes particularly mani-
fest during encoding and maintenance (e.g., strategy, rehearsal)
whereas the retrieval phase may rather indicate whether com-
pensatory processes during encoding and maintenance were
successful. Finally, longitudinal analyses are necessary to draw
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definite conclusions about activation changes with age. All of
these considerations should be taken into account in future
research.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The Supplementary Material for this article can be found online
at: http://www.frontiersin.org/journal/10.3389/fnagi.2014.

00009/abstract
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